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This reprint of this celebrated classic text on Zanzibar makes available again the
remarkably comprehensive account of the Island of Cloves, written by W. H. Ingrams
and first published in 1931. Zanzibar, Its History and Its People is essentially an
historical ethnography of Zanzibar. The author describes local legends, and their
important social function in recording and constituting the oral history of the island.
Ingrams' extensive observations and personal experiences - both on the main island of
Unguja and Pemba and the smaller islands which make up Zanzibar - provide a
detailed and lively account of society at the time and make engaging reading. Zanzibar,
Its History and Its People is a comprehensive work, perhaps daunting on account of its
size, but a joy to read and a rich resource." Said El-Gheithy, The Sayyida Salme
Foundation .
This book offers a new account of Nauru's imperial history and examines its
significance in the history of international law.
Membranes for Low Temperature Fuel Cells provides a comprehensive review of novel
and state-of-the-art polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) membranes. The
author highlights requirements and considerations for a membrane as an integral part
of PEMFC and its interactions with other components. It is an indispensible resource for
anyone interested in new PEMFC membrane materials and concerned with the
development, optimisation and testing of such membranes. Various composite
membranes (polymer and non-polymer) are discussed along with analyses of the latest
fi ller materials like graphene, ionic liquids, polymeric ionic liquids, nanostructured metal
oxides and membrane concepts unfolding in the field of PEMFC. This book provides
the latest academic and technical developments in PEMFC membranes with thorough
insights into various preparation, characterisation, and testing methods utilised. Factors
affecting proton conduction, water adsorption, and transportation behaviour of
membranes are also deliberated upon. Provides the latest academic and technical
developments in PEMFC membranes. Reviews recent literature on ex situ studies and
in situ single-cell and stack tests investigating the durability (chemical,
thermomechanical) and degradation of membranes. Surbhi Sharma, MSc, PhD
Working on graphene oxide and fuel cells since 2007, she has published about 50
research articles/book chapters and holds a patent. She has also been awarded
various research grants.
Buku Filsafat ini adalah dengan berfilsafat atau berpikir secara ilmu pengetahuan
merupakan salah satu hasil dari manusi berfilsafat, penilaian filsafat dapat dilakukan
melalui teori kebenaran. Filsafat membimbing manusia untuk berpikir secara luas dan
mendalam, yakni dengan berpikir secara universal dengan didukung upaya untuk
mencapai radix dan menemukan esensi atau suatu permasalahan. Dari adanya hasil
pemikiran tersebut kebenarannya secara ilmiah, obyektif, dan sistematis. dalam proses
filsafat yang telah di pelajari. Sehingga bila digabungkan antara kata sejarah pemikiran
filsafat yang mana memiliki arti seorang.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 15th
International Meeting on Computational Intelligence Methods for Bioinformatics and
Biostatistics., CIBB 2018, held in Caparica, Portugal, in September 2018. The 32
revised full papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 51 submissions. The
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papers present current trends at the edge of computer and life sciences, the application
of computational intelligence to a system and synthetic biology and the consequent
impact on innovative medicine were presented. Theoretical and experimental biologists
also presented novel challenges and fostered multidisciplinary collaboration aiming to
blend theory and practice, where the founding theories of the techniques used for
modelling and analyzing biological systems are investigated and used for practical
applications and the supporting technologies.
This edited volume is based on the best papers accepted for presentation during the
1st Springer Conference of the Arabian Journal of Geosciences (CAJG-1), Tunisia
2018. The book is of interest to all researchers in the fields of Structural Geology,
Stratigraphy, Ore Deposits, Regional Tectonics and Tectonic Modelling. This volume
offers an overview of multidisciplinary studies on the broader Africa-Eurasia geology.
Main topics include: 1. Basement Geology2. Fluid-rock interaction, hydrothermalism
and ore deposits3. Reservoir geology, structure and stratigraphy4. Mediterranean
Tectonics5. The Alpine-Himalayan convergence zone6. Tectonic Modelling
This book provides a comprehensive and current source of information on
fishesincluding systematics, zoogeography, behavior, and conservation of fishesthat is
often needed by professionals as background for writing accurate reports. This book
covers the structure and physiology, evolution and taxonomy, zoogeography, and
ecology and conservation of fishes. For fisheries biologists, conservation biologists, and
aquatic ecologists that need an up-to-date reference on Ichthyology.
International Arbitration and the COVID-19 Revolution Edited by Maxi Scherer, Niuscha
Bassiri & Mohamed S. Abdel Wahab The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on all
major economic sectors and industries has triggered profound and systemic changes in
international arbitration. Moreover, the fact that entire proceedings are now being
conducted remotely constitutes so significant a deviation from the norm as to warrant
the designation ‘revolution’. This timely book is the first to describe and analyse how
the COVID-19 crisis has redefined arbitral practice, with critical appraisal from wellknown practitioners of the pandemic’s effects on substantive and procedural aspects
from the commencement of proceedings until the enforcement of the award. With
practical guidance from a variety of perspectives – legal, practical, and sector-specific –
on the conduct of international arbitration during the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond,
the chapters present leading practitioners’ insights into the unprecedented and
multifaceted issues that arise. They provide expert tips and challenges in such practical
matters as the following: preventing and resolving disputes of particular types –
construction, energy, aviation, technology, media and telecommunication, finance and
insurance; arbitrator appointments; issues of planning, preparation and sample
procedural orders; witness preparation and cross-examination; e-signature of arbitral
awards; setting aside and enforcement proceedings; and third-party funding. Also
included are an empirical survey of users’ views and an overview of how the COVID-19
revolution has affected the arbitration rules of leading arbitral seats. With this timely and
practical book, arbitration practitioners and scholars will gain up-to-date knowledge of
sector-specific challenges brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic and approach
arbitration proceedings with an understanding of the most important legal and practical
considerations during the crisis and beyond.

Continuity and Change after Indonesia’s ReformsContributions to an Ongoing
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AssessmentISEAS-Yusof Ishak Institute
Penerbit : Airlangga University Press ISBN: 9786024737719 Buku ini mengkaji
tentang melalui ASEAN +3 untuk meneguhkan eksistensi dan kontribusi ASEAN
dalam percaturan global sembari mengembangkan segala potensi yang dimiliki
masing-masing negara ASEAN dan memberdayakan kapasitas antarnegara
ASEAN. Melalui buku ini, diulas tentang signifikansi pasar tenaga kerja ASEAN
+3 berikut kebijakan tenaga kerja, tenaga kerja migran, migrasi, serta dampak
yang menyertainya. Inisiatif dan perjanjian oleh ASEAN dalam konteks
perdagangan bebas pun dibahas termasuk dampak pada sektor industri yang
diharapkan timbul keinsafan atas kebutuhan, manfaat, dan tantangan yang bakal
atau tengah dihadapi.
In Darwin's Fishes, Daniel Pauly presents an encyclopaedia of ichthyology,
ecology and evolution, based upon everything that Charles Darwin ever wrote
about fish. Entries are arranged alphabetically and can be about, for example, a
particular fish taxon, an anatomical part, a chemical substance, a scientist, a
place, or an evolutionary or ecological concept. The reader can start wherever
they like and are then led by a series of cross-references on a fascinating voyage
of interconnected entries, each indirectly or directly connected with original
writings from Darwin himself. Along the way, the reader is offered interpretation
of the historical material put in the context of both Darwin's time and that of
contemporary biology and ecology. This book is intended for anyone interested in
fishes, the work of Charles Darwin, evolutionary biology and ecology, and natural
history in general.
International Arbitration: Law and Practice (Third Edition) provides
comprehensive and authoritative coverage of the basic principles and legal
doctrines, and the practice, of international arbitration. The book contains a
systematic, but concise, treatment of all aspects of the arbitral process, including
international arbitration agreements, international arbitral proceedings and
international arbitral awards. The Third Edition guides both students and
practitioners through the entire arbitral process, beginning with drafting, enforcing
and interpreting international arbitration agreements, to selecting arbitrators and
conducting arbitral proceedings, to recognizing, enforcing and seeking to annul
arbitral awards. The book is written in clear, accessible language, suited for both
law students and non-specialist practitioners, as well as more experienced
readers. This highly regarded work addresses both international commercial
arbitration and the related fields of investment and state-to-state arbitration and is
essential reading for any student of international arbitration and any practitioner
seeking a complete introduction to the field. The Third Edition has been
comprehensively updated to include recent legislative amendments, judicial
decisions and arbitral awards. Among other things, the book provides detailed
treatment of the New York Convention, the UNCITRAL Model Law on
International Commercial Arbitration, all leading institutional arbitration rules
(including ICC, SIAC, LCIA, AAA and others), the ICSID Convention and ICSID
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Arbitration Rules, and judicial decisions from leading jurisdictions. The Third
Edition is integrated with the author’s classic International Commercial
Arbitration and with the online Born International Arbitration Lectures, enabling
students, teachers and practitioners to explore particular topics in more detail.
About the Author: Gary B. Born is the world’s leading authority on international
arbitration and litigation. He has practiced extensively in both fields in Europe, the
United States, Asia and elsewhere. He is the author of International Commercial
Arbitration (Kluwer Law International 3rd ed. 2021), International Arbitration and
Forum Selection Agreements: Drafting and Enforcing (Kluwer Law International
6th ed. 2021), International Commercial Arbitration: Cases and Materials (Aspen
3rd ed. 2021) and International Civil Litigation in United States Courts (Aspen 6th
ed. 2018).
This book contains 35 papers from the Tourism Outlook Conference held in
Lombok, Indonesia in July 2015. The book presents comprehensive discussions
on sustainability in the tourism industry. It includes research on various
constituents of the tourism sector and analyses of each of them from a
sustainability standpoint. Case studies that are global in nature are presented to
show how sustainable applications can be used and how concerns can be
addressed. The book is a response to rapid change in contemporary tourism
trends brought about by global economic and social forces such as development
pressures, population growth, major resource extraction, industrial fishing, global
climate change and steadily rising sea levels. Balancing Development and
Sustainability in Tourism Destinations serves as a platform for students and
educators, government agency employees, hospitality and tourism industry
practitioners, public and private land managers, community development
workers, and others interested in identifying practical solutions, charting new
directions, and creating opportunities for sustainable tourism development.
Women Judges in the Muslim World: A Comparative Study of Discourse and
Practice offers a socio-legal account of public debates and judicial practices
surrounding the performance of women as judges in eight Muslim-majority
countries.
Topics of interest include all aspects of computer science, computer engineering
and information technology, but are not limited to Artificial Intelligence Agent
System Big Data and Data Mining Biomedical Informatics Cloud and Grid
Computing Computer Engineering E Business E Government E Learning
Embedded System Electrical and Electronic Engineering Green Computing
Human Computer Interactive Image Processing and Computer Vision Information
Security and Cryptography Information System Mechatronics Mobile Computing
and Applications Natural Language Processing Network & Data Communication
Open Source System Pattern Recognition Robotics Smart City Smart Factory
Smart Product Social Networking adn Application Soft Computing Software
Engineering Software Enterpreneurship Telecommunication Internet of Things
Wireless Communication
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"This thesis is a study of traditional narratives which are recited and received
both by villagers and pilgrims in regard to the local pilgrimage (ziarah) tradition in
Pamijahan, particularly at Shaykh Abdul Muhyi's sacred site. The narratives will
be examined as part of the popular beliefs of Priangan Timur or the eastern part
of West Java. Locating them in the wider context of Sundanese oral and written
traditions, my investigation will illuminate the nature and function of such
traditions in the particular case of Pamijahan. The research will elucidate the role
of the kuncen, the custodians of sacred sites, as guides and spiritual brokers who
maintain the narratives. It will also be important to investigate the villagers' as
well as visitors' view of the kuncen in regard to local pilgrimage. The study will
also enhance comparative studies concerned with networks of holy men or saints
(wali) on the island of Java (Pemberton 1994; Fox 1991: 20). I want to argue that
people respond to, and participate in, saint veneration on pragmatic grounds.
However, these grounds are subject to interpretation and contestation in time and
space. In redefining their narratives, various individuals, such as custodians,
Sufis, and even to some extent government functionaries, are considered to be
authoritative persons by virtue of their capacity to conduct and manipulate
narratives. As this argument develops, it will be important to understand the
modes of signification in the village."--Provided by publisher.
The second edition of The Diversity of Fishes represents a major revision of the world’s
most widely adopted ichthyology textbook. Expanded and updated, the second edition
is illustrated throughout with striking color photographs depicting the spectacular
evolutionary adaptations of the most ecologically and taxonomically diverse vertebrate
group. The text incorporates the latest advances in the biology of fishes, covering
taxonomy, anatomy, physiology, biogeography, ecology, and behavior. A new chapter
on genetics and molecular ecology of fishes has been added, and conservation is
emphasized throughout. Hundreds of new and redrawn illustrations augment readable
text, and every chapter has been revised to reflect the discoveries and greater
understanding achieved during the past decade. Written by a team of internationallyrecognized authorities, the first edition of The Diversity of Fishes was received with
enthusiasm and praise, and incorporated into ichthyology and fish biology classes
around the globe, at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels. The second edition is
a substantial update of an already classic reference and text. Companion resources site
This book is accompanied by a resources site: www.wiley.com/go/helfman The site is
being constantly updated by the author team and provides: · Related videos selected by
the authors · Updates to the book since publication · Instructor resources · A chance to
send in feedback
In 1955, a conference was held in Bandung, Indonesia that was attended by
representatives from twenty-nine nations. Against the backdrop of crumbling European
empires, Asian and African leaders forged new alliances and established anti-imperial
principles for a new world order. The conference came to capture popular imaginations
across the Global South and, as counterpoint to the dominant world order, it became
both an act of collective imagination and a practical political project for decolonization
that inspired a range of social movements, diplomatic efforts, institutional experiments
and heterodox visions of the history and future of the world. In this book, leading
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international scholars explore what the spirit of Bandung has meant to people across
the world over the past decades and what it means today. It analyzes Bandung's
complicated and pivotal impact on global history, international law and, most of all,
justice struggles after the end of formal colonialism.
Dalam kurun waktu satu dasawarsa terakhir, Ikhwanul Muslimin menjadi fenomena
paling menarik perhatian para pengkaji Islam Politik di Timur Tengah. Bergerak sebagai
oposisi selama hampir 50 tahun, Ikhwan tampil ke permukaan setelah Hosni Mubarak
jatuh pada tahun 2011. Pada Pemilu 2012, secara mengejutkan mereka memenangi
Pemilu bersama kelompok Islamis lain, Salafi. Dari memenangi Pemilu, mereka
melanjutkan petualangan politik ke Pemilihan Presiden, dan dengan sukses
mendudukkan Mohammad Morsy, kader terbaik mereka, sebagai Presiden Mesir.
Kemenangan politik Ikhwan menjadi bahan uji bagi para pengkaji Islam dan demokrasi.
Benarkah Islam bisa kompatibel dengan demokrasi? Selama ini, para pengkaji Islam
Politik pesimistis gerakan Islam akan menyerap gagasan tentang demokrasi atau
masyarakat sipil. Kajian-kajian Samuel Huntington, Bassam Tibi, dan Bernard Lewis
cenderung melihat Islamisme sebagai ekspresi penolakan sebagian umat Islam
terhadap modernisasi yang dibawa oleh masyarakat Barat. Kajian-kajian semacam itu
melupakan satu fakta penting bahwa kemunculan banyak gerakan Islam, termasuk
Ikhwan di Mesir, adalah bentuk artikulasi identitas yang mereka yakini dan mereka
perjuangkan. Buku ini menawarkan perspektif yang berbeda tentang Islamisme, Islam
Politik, dan Gerakan Islam. Ia melihat Islamisme sebagai sebuah proyek hegemoni
yang hendak menganti tatanan politik sebelumnya. Dalam proyek hegemoni itu,
perjuangan gerakan Ikhwanul Muslimin dikupas melalui analisa-analisa kritis sejak
mula-mula ditubuhkan hingga kejatuhannya pada tahun 2013.
Indonesia's President Soeharto led one of the most durable and effective authoritarian
regimes of the second half of the twentieth century. Yet his rule ended in ignominy, and
much of the turbulence and corruption of the subsequent years was blamed on his
legacy. More than a decade after Soeharto's resignation, Indonesia is a consolidating
democracy and the time has come to reconsider the place of his regime in modern
Indonesian history, and its lasting impact. This book begins this task by bringing
together a collection of leading experts on Indonesia to examine Soeharto and his
legacy from diverse perspectives. In presenting their analyses, these authors pay
tribute to Harold Crouch, an Australian political scientist who remains one of the
greatest chroniclers of the Soeharto regime and its aftermath.
The book deals with engineering aspects of the two emerging and intertwined fields of
synthetic and systems biology. Both fields hold promise to revolutionize the way
molecular biology research is done, the way today’s drug discovery works and the way
bio-engineering is done. Both fields stress the importance of building and characterizing
small bio-molecular networks in order to synthesize incrementally and understand large
complex networks inside living cells. Reminiscent of computer-aided design (CAD) of
electronic circuits, abstraction is believed to be the key concept to achieve this goal. It
allows hiding the overwhelming complexity of cellular processes by encapsulating
network parts into abstract modules. This book provides a unique perspective on how
concepts and methods from CAD of electronic circuits can be leveraged to overcome
complexity barrier perceived in synthetic and systems biology.
This book constitutes the refereed conference proceedings of the 11th International
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Conference on Multi-disciplinary Trends in Artificial Intelligence, MIWAI 2017, held in
Gadong, Brunei, in November 2017. The 40 revised full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 82 submissions. They are organized in the
following topical sections: knowledge representation and reasoning; data mining and
machine learning; deep learning and its applications; document analysis; intelligent
information systems; swarm intelligence.
"This is a coursebook and reference guide for ichthyology courses that will also serve
as a tool for ichthyologists, fisheries scientists, marine biologists, and vertebrate
zoologists. It will cover the basic anatomy and diversity of all 62 orders of fishes,
focusing on the distinguishing characteristics of approximately 180 of the most
commonly encountered fish families. Each family will be diagnosed with easily
observed characteristics and clear photos--many in color and from living specimens.
This guide will be distinctive through the use of photographs of preserved specimens
primarily from the Scripps Institution of Oceanography Marine Vertebrate Collection,
supplemented by radiographs and additional illustrations of key characters. The goal is
to give ichthyology students, fisheries scientists, marine biologists, vertebrate
zoologists, and others with an interest or stake in the diversity of fishes a broad
overview of the morphological diversity of fishes, arranged in a modern classification
system. For students, it's a natural complement to primary ichthyology textbooks, which
don't cover the breadth of morphological characteristics necessary to identify
fish"--Provided by publisher.
Until now, books addressing Halal issues have focused on helping Muslim consumers
decide what to eat and what to avoid among products currently on the marketplace.
There was no resource that the food industry could refer to that provided the guidelines
necessary to meet the Halal requirements of Muslim consumers in the U.S. and abroad.
Halal
Wireless and mobile communications, networking and internet technology, telematics and
applications, radar technology and systems, telecommunication services and management
regulation
Using the high-profile 2017 blasphemy trial of the former governor of Jakarta, Basuki ‘Ahok’
Tjahaja Purnama, as its sole case study, this book assesses whether Indonesia’s liberal
democratic human rights legal regime can withstand the rise of growing Islamist majoritarian
sentiment. Specifically, this book analyses whether a 2010 decision of Indonesia’s
Constitutional Court has rendered the liberal democratic human rights guarantees contained in
Indonesia’s 1945 Constitution ineffective. Key legal documents, including the indictment
issued by the North Jakarta Attorney-General and General Prosecutor, the defence’s ‘Notice
of Defence’, and the North Jakarta State Court’s convicting judgment, are examined. The
book shows how Islamist majoritarians in Indonesia have hijacked human rights discourse by
attributing new, inaccurate meanings to key liberal democratic concepts. This has provided
them with a human rights law-based justification for the prioritisation of the religious
sensibilities and religious orthodoxy of Indonesia’s Muslim majority over the fundamental
rights of the country’s religious minorities. While Ahok’s conviction evidences this, the book
cautions that matters pertaining to public religion will remain a site of contestation in
contemporary Indonesia for the foreseeable future. A groundbreaking study of the Ahok trial,
the blasphemy law, and the contentious politics of religious freedom and cultural citizenship in
Indonesia, this book will be of interest to academics working in the fields of religion, Islamic
studies, religious studies, law and society, law and development, law reform, constitutionalism,
politics, history and social change, and Southeast Asian studies.
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"This book addresses one of the most crucial questions in Southeast Asia: did the election in
Indonesia in 2014 of a seemingly populist-oriented president alter the hegemony of the political
and economic elites? Was it the end of the paradox that the basic social contradictions in the
country’s substantial capitalist development were not reflected in organized politics by any
independent representation of subordinated groups, in spite of democratization? Beyond
simplified frameworks, grounded scholars have now come together to discuss whether and
how a new Indonesian politics has evolved in a number of crucial fields. Their critical insights
are a valuable contribution to the study of this question." — Professor Olle Törnquist,
Department of Political Science, University of Oslo "A most valuable book for understanding
the underpinnings of Indonesian politics in 2019 and beyond. A great range of themes are
included: political parties, ideologies, political Islam, leadership legitimacy, the political middle
class, the politics of centre–local relations, corruption, limited foreign policy reform, Papua, and
youth activism. The book has eleven chapters, mostly by Indonesia-based analysts, plus a
couple of wise old hands. Max Lane’s overview chapter is excellent." — Professor David
Reeve, School of Humanities and Languages, University of New South Wales
The middle classes of Indonesia’s provincial towns are not particularly rich yet nationally
influential. This book examines them ethnographically. Rather than a market-friendly, liberal
middle class, it finds a conservative petty bourgeoisie just out of poverty and skilled at politics.
Please note that Sylvia Tidey's article (pp. 89-110) will only be available in the print edition of
this book (9789004263000).
Sentiment analysis and opinion mining is the field of study that analyzes people's opinions,
sentiments, evaluations, attitudes, and emotions from written language. It is one of the most
active research areas in natural language processing and is also widely studied in data mining,
Web mining, and text mining. In fact, this research has spread outside of computer science to
the management sciences and social sciences due to its importance to business and society
as a whole. The growing importance of sentiment analysis coincides with the growth of social
media such as reviews, forum discussions, blogs, micro-blogs, Twitter, and social networks.
For the first time in human history, we now have a huge volume of opinionated data recorded
in digital form for analysis.Sentiment analysis systems are being applied in almost every
business and social domain because opinions are central to almost all human activities and
are key influencers of our behaviors. Our beliefs and perceptions of reality, and the choices we
make, are largely conditioned on how others see and evaluate the world. For this reason, when
we need to make a decision we often seek out the opinions of others. This is true not only for
individuals but also for organizations.This book is a comprehensive introductory and survey
text. It covers all important topics and the latest developments in the field with over 400
references. It is suitable for students, researchers and practitioners who are interested in social
media analysis in general and sentiment analysis in particular. Lecturers can readily use it in
class for courses on natural language processing, social media analysis, text mining, and data
mining. Lecture slides are also available online.Table of Contents: Preface / Sentiment
Analysis: A Fascinating Problem / The Problem of Sentiment Analysis / Document Sentiment
Classification / Sentence Subjectivity and Sentiment Classification / Aspect-Based Sentiment
Analysis / Sentiment Lexicon Generation / Opinion Summarization / Analysis of Comparative
Opinions / Opinion Search and Retrieval / Opinion Spam Detection / Quality of Reviews /
Concluding Remarks / Bibliography / Author Biography
Beekun and Badawi, both professors of management and strategy, have written this primer on
leadership integrating contemporary business techniques with traditional Islamic knowledge.
The leadership paradigm is changing, and a leadership model based on ethical principles is
finally emerging-a position that Islam has taken from the start. The synthesis of the authors
results in a highly practical and inspiring manual for developing leadership skills.
As an annual event, The 3rd INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ADVANCE & SCIENTIFIC
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INNOVATION (ICASI) 2020 continued the agenda to bring together researcher, academics,
experts and professionals in examining selected theme by applying multidisciplinary
approaches. In 2020, this event will be held in 20 June at Garuda Plaza Hotel Medan. The
conference from any kind of stakeholders related with Management, Economy, Administration
Business, Tourism, Policy, Law, Operation Management and all research in Social Science
and Humanities. Each contributed paper was refereed before being accepted for publication.
The double-blind peer reviewed was used in the paper selection.
This is a revision of Jose Rollin de la Torre-Bueno's A Glossary of Entomology published in
1937. For more than half a century it has served as the most important reference for
entomological terms in the English language. This is a much needed updated and revised
edition of the original glossary.
After neutrality and international enforcement, the next most valued feature of international
commercial arbitration is confidentiality. For reasons easy to imagine, businessmen do not
want their trade secrets, business plans, strategies, contracts, financial results or any other
types of business information to be publicly accessible, as would commonly happen in court
proceedings. Yet the case law of arbitration shows that in practical terms confidentiality is not
to be taken for granted – in fact, it has become one of the most undetermined matters in
international arbitration. Although ‘the emperor of arbitration may have clothes,’ as one
scholar has quipped, his raiments of secrecy can be ‘torn with surprising ease’. This book
deciphers the current degree of confidentiality in international commercial arbitration as
reflected by the most important arbitration rules, national laws, other arbitration-related
enactments, and practices of arbitral tribunals and domestic courts globally. Drawing on this
data and analysis, the author then sets forth criteria to assess the breach of confidentiality in
international arbitration and the proper rules for protecting or sanctioning such breaches. What
do we understand by confidentiality in arbitration? What are its limitations? Who is bound to
observe it? How can we quantify its breach? In addressing these questions, the book engages
such issues as the following: reasons for disclosure – e.g., for the establishment of a defence,
for the enforcement of rights, in the public interest or in the interests of justice disclosure by
consent, express or implied; circumstances triggering statutory obligation of disclosure; recent
trends towards greater transparency in investor-State arbitration; court measures in support of
arbitral confidentiality such as award of damages for breach of confidentiality; and categories
of persons bound by confidentiality, including third parties such as witnesses and experts.
Structured along the main stages of the arbitral process, the analysis covers the duty of
confidentiality from the initiation of arbitral proceedings through their unfolding to the issuance
of the award and after. The scope of confidentiality is reviewed in the practice of arbitral
tribunals and domestic courts, and from the perspective of international arbitration institutions,
with detailed attention to various arbitration rules and numerous significant cases. In its
elucidation of the amount of confidentiality that ‘veils’ each phase of the arbitral process, and
its ground-breaking identification of ‘patterns of disclosure’, this book is sure to raise
awareness about the various facets and problems posed by confidentiality in arbitration.
Although its scholarly contribution to the law of international commercial arbitration cannot be
gainsaid, corporate counsel worldwide will quickly prize its more practical value.
This book continues as volume 5 of a multicompendium on Edible Medicinal and NonMedicinal Plants. It covers edible fruits/seeds used fresh, cooked or processed as vegetables,
cereals, spices, stimulant, edible oils and beverages. It covers selected species from the
following families: Apiaceae, Brassicaceae, Chenopodiaceae, Cunoniaceae, Lythraceae,
Papaveraceae, Poaceae, Polygalaceae, Polygonaceae, Proteaceae, Ranunculaceae,
Rhamnaceae, Rubiaceae, Salicaceae, Santalaceae, Xanthorrhoeaceae and Zingiberaceae.
This work will be of significant interest to scientists, medical practitioners, pharmacologists,
ethnobotanists, horticulturists, food nutritionists, botanists, agriculturists, conservationists,
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lecturers, students and the general public. Topics covered include: taxonomy; common/English
and vernacular names; origin and distribution; agroecology; edible plant parts and uses;
botany; nutritive/pharmacological properties, medicinal uses, nonedible uses; and selected
references.
This text is for students who are entering graduate-level studies in their academic fields and/or
who need to write research results in the form of technical papers, journal articles, theses, or
dissertations.
In September 2013, Indonesia officially signed a Voluntary Partnership Agreement (VPA) to
guarantee the legality of all timber products exported to the EU. Under the Indonesian VPA, a
timber legality assurance system known as SVLK (Sistem Verifikasi Legalitas Kayu) has
already been developed and has been in effect since 1 January 2013 for woodworking, wood
panels, and pulp and paper. When the VPA is fully implemented, SVLK will become FLEGT
legality license and will meet European Union Timber Regulation (EUTR) requirements for
legal timber. The objective of this paper is to analyze the challenges of implementing SVLK in
the small-scale forestry sector of Indonesia. The paper also assesses whether a mandatory
approach to legality verification will be more effective in terms of assuring legality than
voluntary approaches, such as certification. The analysis involved desk-based analysis of
government statistics, policy documents, key stakeholder interviews, and field surveys in three
major timber-producing provinces of Indonesia — Central Java, East Kalimantan and Papua.
The paper discusses a number of challenges facing the implementation of SVLK, among
others the cost of timber legality verification, limited societal awareness of SVLK, business
legality issues among small-scale enterprises, and high levels of illegality in their timber supply
chains. The paper closes by presenting a detailed set of policy options to address the
observed challenges.
This special volume is dedicated to the contributions of women ichthyologists. Three
colleagues were selected to represent all women ichthyologists, Ethelwynn Trewavas (ET),
Rosemary Lowe-McConnell (Ro) and Eugenie Clark (Genie). All have had distinguished
professional careers and have contributed in their own ways to their science. The career of
each is highlighted by a personal interview with one of the editors of the volume, a bibliography
of their lifetime publications, and a biography of their careers. Questions of historical inequities
and current controversies in the treatment of women ichthyologists by their peers are raised
and addressed by the women themselves. The personal and professional influences of these
three women, and other women ichthyologists, are highlighted. A survey article by Pat Brown
brings a number of women ichthyologists to the attention of a broader audience, and points the
way for a more comprehensive historical consideration of the accomplishments and
contributions of women ichthyologists. The volume continues with 16 solicited and contributed
papers. ET's studies of taxonomy and life history are echoed in papers on the taxonomy and
systematics of marine angelfishes, and of freshwater bitterlings, a review of reproduction in the
North Atlantic ichthyofauna, and a comparison of reproductive styles and systematics of
African minnows. Ro's studies on ecology, life history and behaviour are paralleled by papers
on growth and metabolism in piranha, the community structure in tide pool fishes, and the
social system and reproductive patterns in groupers. Genie's pioneering work on sexual roles
and sex change, and her field studies of the behaviour of marine fishes are reflected in papers
on gonadal structure and environmental sex determination in brook lamprey, sexual patterns in
hawkfish, reproduction and systematics in phallostethids, gonadal structure and systematics in
gobiids, reproductive and predator avoidance behaviour in razorfish, early ontogeny of an
African mouth brooder, and alternative life histories in killifish.
This book is a collection of ethnographies of transnational migration and border crossings in
Asia. Interdisciplinary in scope, it addresses issues of mobility and Diaspora from various
vantage points. Unique to this volume is an emphasis of studying globalisation from below,
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privileging the narratives and views of “people on the move” – or the transnational underclass
– and their sense of belonging to places and communities. The collection is further
distinguished by its focus on the sources of authority and the social configurations that are
created in the intersections between legality and illegality across Asia. Though previous
studies on transnational flows have deconstructed the notion of nation-states as having fixed
political boundaries, and have engaged in spaces beyond the nation-states, seldom has an
entire region, Asia, been privileged in one integrated volume. We emphasize hitherto
marginalized debates that have significant policy relevance. Other than a serious academic
interest from lecturers and students, we are confident that book will be of significant interest for
development practitioners and NGOs.
The past fifteen years have seen Indonesia move away from authoritarianism to a thriving yet
imperfect democracy. During this time, the archipelago attracted international attention as the
most-populated Muslim-majority country in the world. As religious issues and actors have been
increasingly taken into account in the analysis and conduct of international relations,
particularly since the 9/11 events, Indonesia’s leaders have adapted to this new context.
Taking a socio-historical perspective, this book examines the growing role of transnational
Islamic Non-State Actors (NSAs) in post-authoritarian Indonesia and how it has affected the
making of Indonesia’s foreign policy since the country embarked on the democratization
process in 1998. It returns to the origins of the relationship between Islamic organisations and
the Indonesian institutions in order to explain the current interactions between transnational
Islamic actors and the country’s official foreign policies. The book considers for the first time
the interactions between the "parallel diplomacy" undertaken by Indonesia’s Islamic NSAs and
the country’s official foreign policy narrative and actions. It explains the adaptation of the
state’s responses, and investigates the outcomes of those responses on the country’s
international identity. Combining field-collected data and a theoretical reflexion, it offers a
distanced analysis which deepens theoretical approaches on transnational religious actors.
Providing original research in Asian Studies, while filling an empirical gap in international
relations theory, this book will be of interest to scholars of Indonesian Studies, Islamic Studies,
International Relations and Asian Politics.
The Faculty of Education and Teaching Institut Agama Islam Negeri (IAIN) Bukittinggi, West
Sumatera Indonesia, organized the 2nd International Conference on Education (BICED 2020)
on 14-15 September 2020 in Bukittinggi, West Sumatera, Indonesia. The number of
participants who joined the zoom room was recorded at 736 participants. 224 participants
attended the conference via the zoom application and 539 participants via YouTube Channel.
Participants came from 5 countries, namely Indonesia, Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Brunei
Darussalam, Thailand and Australia. BICED 2020 is implemented with the support of a stable
internet network system and a zoom application. In the implementation there were several
technical obstacles encountered by the participants, namely the difficulty of joining the zoom
application due to the unstable internet signal. The holding of a virtual conference felt less
meaningful, due to the lack of interaction between speakers and participants. The BICED 2020
committee 29 papers were presented and discussed. The papers were authored by
researchers from Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Thailand, Malaysia, United Kingdom, and
Indonesia. All papers have been scrutinized by a panel of reviewers who provide critical
comments and corrections, and thereafter contributed to the improvement of the quality of the
papers.
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